Basic Parameters

Main Features

Functional Operation

Your I2 Watch

Please check the list of follow when you open the box
1. I2 Watch
2. I2 Watch charge dock
3. USB
4. Screw driver
5. Manual

I2 Watch charging dock
Charge the watch before using it and when it is out of battery.
Attach the watch into the charging dock. Then, connect one end of the USB to the charge dock, another end to the power adaptor or computer.

I2 Watch SIM card

Watch supports NANO SIM card. Through the watch, you can save a lot of contact and other personal information, including the PIN number, the phone book, short message and other additional system services. Before inserting the SIM card, you should make sure that watch is in shutdown state and open the back with the provided screw driver.
Warning: Don’t distort or scratch the NANO SIM card, and don’t let it static, dust or flooding.

I2 Watch Software and instructions

Home page and changing watch face
User stay on the home page. Tap and hold the screen for more than 2s and enter into edit model to change different watch face.

I2 Watch Application list
List included the basic application: Contacts, Messaging, Settings, Browser, Alarms, Music, Sound Recorder, File Manager, Weather and other applications.

I2 Health

Heart-rate monitor
While you are wearing the watch, find and tap the Heart-rate icon to start monitoring.
Podometer
While wearing the watch, find and tap the podometer icon to start counting.

Dial-up
12 Watch may record your logs. Touch your application of dial icon and enter into the page of dial-up.

Messages
Touch “Messages” icon in the application list.
Touch the existing message can reply.
Touch new icon into the edit new message. Input number, names or touch the icon into contacts, you can choose the contact to send messages. After enter the message, touch input box at the bottom of the icon to send the messages.

Contact
Touch the application list “Contacts” icon to enter the phone-book. 12 watch default first alphabetically by last name contacts. Display only contact name in the phone book’s home page. The user can slide up and down to find the contact. The default user storage location is “watch”, support for reading the SIM card contacts. Icon at the bottom of the function: Add contact.

Settings
Include Sound, Display, Connect, Gesture, power saving, Language and input, Reset equipment, Uninstall application and about equipment.

Keyboard
You can use the English full keyboard.